RANGE SPECIFIC RULES

Range A
Range A is a 100 yard range with a covered line and individual point tables on a concrete pad. Electric
service and lights is available.
The bays that are on the left and down range are used only by designated match events.
Exposed tables or items in these bays are not to be damaged or moved.
Groups and individuals are responsible for picking up and disposal of brass. They must also return any
stands or props to the positions where they were moved from. Do not throw stands on the side of the
berm. Remove all staples and tape or other aides from structures. A live round “dud” bucket is available.
The 100 yard vertical target rails should only be removed to allow for organized matches. Do not remove
the sleeve in the ground when pulling the posts out. Replace them when you are finished.
All target stands should be returned and stored near the block house at the end of the line without
blocking the door. Used targets must be disposed of in the trash can.
All firing is aimed and perpendicular to the line and within orange range markers.
Range B
This is a 50 yard range with a covered line over gravel.
Steel targets are furnished by the club for low velocity ammo use only.
Replace all barrels, target stands, tables from where you moved them. Groups and individuals are
responsible for picking up and disposal of brass. A live round “dud” bucket is available.
All firing is aimed and perpendicular to the line and within orange range markers.
Range C
Range C allows shooting up to 500m.
The individual point tables are on a concrete pad. Electric service and lights is available.
The red warning lights on the line must be on during a cease fire or when working on the range. The last
person leaving the range is responsible for turning the lights off. If you arrive at the range and the red
lights are flashing you must drive down range and verify that there are no workers on the range before
firing or turning the lights off.
The bays that are on the left and down range are used only by designated match events.
The 100 and 200 yard target vertical rails should only be removed to allow for organized matches. Do
not remove the sleeve in the ground when pulling the posts out. Replace them when you are finished.
Replace all target stands and tables if moved from their original location. Groups and individuals are
responsible for picking up and disposal of brass. A live round “dud” bucket is available.

Range D
No shooting allowed on this range unless approved by and/or accompanied by the Training Director or
the CSRO. This range is for Instructor use only.
All targets will be posted on the wire in front of the back stop. Shooters will not shoot from a distance any
farther than to canopy opening nearest the firing line. All rounds will be fired toward the end berm.
This range requires scheduling with CRSO/Training Director before use.

Clays Range
Skeet, Trap and 5 Stand ranges are operated on Saturday and Sunday from 12pm to 5pm when a Clays
Range Safety Officer is present.
Clays Range Safety Officers are allowed to operate the clays ranges any time the range is open. Members
and guests are not allowed to operate any of the machinery.
Do not use shot larger than #7.5 on any clays ranges, except for the pattering board, and no shells larger
than 2.75 or magnum loads.
All clays shooting, skeet, trap and 5 stand rounds are $3 for Members and $5 for non-members.

